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Minutes of the Fall
TSA meeting, October
20, 1996, Flat Creek
Ranch, Texas
The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Cathy
Winfrey at 10:15 A.M. Cathy Winfrey, Chairperson; Gary
Napper, Secretary; and Barbe Barker and Dave McClung,
co-Vice-Chairs were the officers present, along with 17
members.
Gary Napper read the Secretary's report, which was
accepted as read. The Treasurer' s report was postponed, as
Treasurer Christa McLeland was still engaged in settling
accounts with vendors etc. and tallying receipts at meeting
time. A supplemental Treasurer's report should appear
presently, along with the usual TCR attendance and financial
report. (Treasurer' s report-"Current balance, not counting
receipts at TCR, is $583.32. Respectfully submitted, Christa
McLeland, Treasurer."--inserted 1-97, Ed.)
Project reports began with Terry Holsinger announcing
a Powell's Cave Project work weekend on the weekend after
TCR. Arrangements for use of a crane have been made with
the West Texas Utility Corp. on the Monday after next
weekend, and we should be able to place the culvert at that
time.
George Veni reported that the Government Canyon
Project was moving along nicely, with a consistent core
group of mostly Austin, San Marcos and San Antonio cavers
attending. George then gave us some background on the
Gov't. Canyon Coalition, and announced the formation of
the Government Canyon Natural History Association, made
up of the 45 member organizations which formed the coalition. A meeting of representatives of these organizations is
to be held on November 19th, and it is desired that TSA be
represented. Accordingly, it was moved and seconded that
Carl Ponebshek be sent as TSA's representative to the
Gov ' t. Canyon Natural History Assn. Motion passed.
Terry Holsinger then reported on the Colorado Bend
Project. The first trip of the season had been the week previous to OTR. Thirty-five people participated. Four small
caves were surveyed and II 0 meters were surveyed in
Gorman's. A memorandum of understanding (MOA) is in
effect between TSA and Colorado Bend State Park. Trips
will continue on the second Saturday of each month through
the winter.
Standing committee reports were the next order of business. Alex Villagomez, chairman of the Training and Rescue
Committee, was not present. The turnout for training sessions at TCR had been small. More training is in the planning stage for this fall.
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No one was present to report for the Conservation
Committee. The possibility of a new chairperson was rai sed,
but no action taken.
Jay Jorden announced for the Publications Committee
that Noble Stidham ' s issue of the Texas Caver (March '96)
was available at TCR. Chris Vreeland reported that he has 16
pages toward the next (June) issue. A discussion followed
concerning the chronic lateness of the Caver, and several
possible solutions were aired. One suggestion was to drop
the month designation and use only volume/number identifications. It was so moved, which motion died for lack of a
second. Discussion then turned to reverting to the "six issues
per year" policy used formerly. This was finally moved and
seconded, and passed seven votes to one.
It was brought to the membership ' s attention that Pat
Copeland had resigned as editor of the TSA Activities
Newsletter. A call was made for a volunteer or a suggestion
for a nominee for a new editor. Neither was forthcoming.
Gill Ediger undertook to do the next issue and possibly the
one after that.
Ad Hoc committee reports returned to the subject of
Constitutional revision. No action has been taken, and the
committee is awaiting acquisition of our long-sought nonprofit status. This, in turn , is awaiting a filing check from
TSA ($25.00).
Old business touched on the Land Fund ' s progress,
which is steadily adding funds from the $1.00 surcharge at
all TSA events.
Under new business, a request for us to manage a oneyear cave inventory project on the Amistad property was
announced. Forty caves have already been identified on the
property. A project manager is needed. George Veni offered
to help someone get off the ground with the project, and several names and possibilities were discussed.
The need for a membership manual was brought up, and
Gill Ediger and Keith Heuss agreed to tackle the problem.
George Veni updated us on the MOU with Tx. Parks
and Wildlife. Our difficulties in getting the previous MOU
renewed seem to be because they want to get away from the
idea of a blanket MOU. They are leaning toward separate
agreements for individual projects.
A request was made on Ron Ralph ' s behalf for volunteers to help with a cleanup of sinks etc. at Fort Richardson
State Historical Park on the fourth weekend of November. It
was pointed out that this was not much lead time, and that a
Newsletter announcement would be a preferable channel for
this information.
An additional announcement followed regarding TCC' s
prospective acquisition of Blowing Sink Cave, with I 0 to 25
acres of property containing four more caves. Donations and
help from individuals and organizations will be needed to
gate the caves. Everyone in attendance was invited to visit
the property at Slaughter and Brodie Lane in south Au stin
after TCR on Sunday.
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Elec ti o ns fo ll owed. Res ults we re:
Chairman , G ill Edi ger, e lec ted by accl amati on.
Vice -Chairman, Dave McClun g, by accl amati o n
Treas urer , C hri sta McLe land , by acc lamati o n.
No one acce pted no min ati o n for the pos iti o n o f Secretary.
Next mee tin g was ann oun ced at the TS A Winter Meeting,
proba bl y in January, 1997 .
Mee tin g was adj o urned at II :24 A.M .
Res pec tfull y submitted ,
Ga ry Na pper, Secretary

Chairman's Column
-hy Cathy Wit~/rey
Hey- a ll yo u Texas cavers

Ill

O n my wa y out the door. I' d lik e to take thi s last opportunity to ex hort ya' ll to VOLUNTEER a little more . As I
think abo ut it. the same fac es seem to re-appear every year
or two . in a sli ghtl y diffe re nt vo lunteer capac ity. I know.
I've se rved the good ' o le TSA as Secretary , Treasurer and
C hairman . It' s time that so me NEW fac es came in. Maybe
they co uld eve n brin g in so me new ideas.
Thi s is a pertinent ex hortati on, since no one see ms to be
abl e to find hi s o r her wa y to VOLUNTEER to serve a year
as Sec retary. Yes. the TSA has no Secretary. I wonder what
Eve lyn Bradshaw (of the NSS ) will have to say to THAT! ? I
Th e TSA hi stori call y uses it's vo lunteering members
until they' re all vo lunt ee red out (usually to the point of
doin g a poor job at what they used to have enthu siasm for).
And eve ntuall y. someone is browbeaten into "volunteering"
to do the work . a half-assed job is clo ne, the membership
noti ces. and the n on e o f those o ld familiar faces steps into
the barre l for another go at it all.
There arc small task s and bi gger tasks. but a LOT of
tasks arc required to make the TSA happe n. Think about
what you can do. and the n for c ry in · out loud . VOLUNTEE R to do somcthin g 1
Thank you fo r a great first year as C hairman . and my
apnl ug ics for all ow in g myself to be browbeate n into a seco nd II..T nl. .... . -

Conservation Group
Appoints New V-P
TCMA Holds Annual Membership Meeting
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lanagcmcnt Assoc iati o n's board o f

directors has appointed Barbe Barker of Irving, Texas as
vice president. Barbe has extensive experience in nonprofit
organizations such as TCMA. She is a past patient services
director for a Dallas doctors ' group and has worked for a
state medical foundation, where she gained experience in
nonprofits and fund-raising. Congratulations, Barbe!
At the TCMA ' s annual membership meeting, two directors were re-elected to three- year terms from 1997 to 1999.
They are Bruce Anderson of Fort Worth and Bill Sawyer of
Sonora. Also newly elected is Mike Grimm of Austin, who
was involved in the creation of TCMA's Whirlpool Cave
Preserve and has established a World Wide Web page listing
the organization. Congratulations as well to those elected,
with appreciation to Jim Wolff for his past board service.
During the Texas Cavers ' Reunion weekend at Flat
Creek Ranch near Johnson City, members and directors
forming a TCMA quorum also heard officer and committee
reports during their business session. Treasurer Anderson
submitted for approval financial statements from May to
August, with the latest showing a balance of more than
$4,500 in the general account. The premium was recently
paid for the group ' s liability insurance. Bruce gave an
assessment of TCMA ' s finances , recommending broadening
the membership base and increased funding from other
sources, such as grants.
Noble Stidham discussed the latest TCMA Activities
Newsletter and other publication plans. Reports were also
received from Mike Warton on the management contract for
Buttercup Preserve, from the San Antonio cavers on Robber
Baron Cave and from Walter Feaster and Gralin Coffin on 09 Water Well , Amazing Maze and other UT System caves.
A vandal was identified at Buttercup, Robber Baron needs a
new lock and there was plenty of caver demand for 0-9 during a Memorial Day weekend trip. Bill Russell also had the
latest news on Austin area caves, with Whirlpool a popular
destination for TCMA-lecl group trips . A detailed policy on
vi siting TCMA-ownecl and -managed caves and realignment
of membership categories are under discussion. A committee was formed for the latter purpose.
The membership also received reports on other Texas
caves of interest. A task force was formed to further investigate two leads .
Plans were tentatively made for work projects at TCMA
caves including Whirlpool and Amazing Maze. Carl
Ponebshek of San Antonio will attend as TCMA representative to a Government Canyon coalition meeting in
November.
Officers attending were Jay Jorden of Dallas , president;
Barbe Barker of Irving, vice president; Anderson , treasurer,
and Julie Jenkins of Austin , secretary. Directors included
Dan Hogenauer and Carl Ponebshek, both of San Antonio;
Ron Ralph of Waco ; Russell of Austin ; and Stidham of
Lubbock. Sawyer was absent.
Juli e is writing the official meeting minutes. For more
information. please contact her at I 0005 Childress Dr. ,
Au stin 7875 3. Her e-mail is jjules @cris.com . -
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COLORADO BEND
PROJECT
END OF YEAR REPORT

off the set of survey gear. We are working on making a decision about how to reimburse the project leaders for some of
their expenses. About $40 has been spent recently to make
copies of project data, and this expense will be on-going. We
would also like to earn enough money to buy a Suunto
Clinometer and a fiberglass tape to complete the set of TSA
survey gear.

Compiled by David Turner from trip reports and Project data

Kevin Stafford" s neighbor Greg in Gonnan Creek Crevice. Photo by Andy Grubbs.

The Colorado Bend State Park Project has been a TSA
project since 1985. Reports have appeared in past issues of
the Texas Caver. This article is to update Texas cavers on
latest developments.
Colorado Bend State Park is located off FM 580
approximately 20 miles west of Lampasas in San Saba
County. The Project season runs from October to May,
involving trips on the second Saturday of each month.
Cavers arrive Friday night or early Saturday morning to set
up camp in a special area of the Park which is normally
closed to regular park visitors . The primitive camp sites
mean that cavers must bring their own water but firewood is
abundant. From 1995 to present over 1500 person-hours of
work have been logged in about 50 of the more than one
hundred caves located within the Park.
A typical project day begins Saturday morning at 9:00
am, with a Project Coordinator signing in volunteers on the
project release forms and assigning personnel to work teams .
Each team is given a specific assignment such as cave location , surface survey or cave mapping. Post-trip gatherings in
Austin dubbed "the Map Factory" are held to draft maps that
have been plotted using survey data gathered in the Park.
The large turnouts at some Project weekends sometimes
mean a shortage of survey gear. Jim Kennedy took the initiative during Texas Cavers' Reunion to earn money for a
new set of instruments. He sold raffle tickets all day and raffled off I /2 of the pot, using the other half of it to buy a
Suunto compass that is designated for use on TSA survey
projects (mostly CBSP and Powell ' s Cave). Thanks a bunch ,
Jim! We will earn more money on other occasions to finish
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An abbreviated account of select caves are
detailed below, as there is too much data to be
detailed here. For a full report contact a Project
Leader.
Gorman Creek Crevice: In October 1996,
Kevin Stafford, John Geiselbrecht, Eric Flint,
and Melanie Alspaugh spent 9 hours surveying
in Gorman Creek Crevice. They started at the
downstream junction of Gorman Creek Crevice
(junction #I) and began surveying the passage to
the left (upstream). They completed 140 meters
through 23 stations! Whew! The survey should
continue with station 22, which is located about
I hour into the cave. They flagged the station and
scratched #22 on the ceiling (I hope not permanently!).
In November 1996, Kevin Stafford,
Andria Bilich, Joe Ivy, and Eric Flint spent 10 hours working in the upstream portion of Gorman Creek Crevice. They
conti nued the survey for about 55-60 meters past one major
stream passage split. The left hand side of the split Jed
through tight passage to a room 4m tall , 6m long, and 2-3m
wide. It had two small infeeders located high in the room,
but they are only about I inch in diameter. They found a little trash here that might have come from Horseshoe
Chimney. The right hand passage at the split led for 30m further and ended in a mud-filled constriction in a maze area.
One more trip to this upstream area will allow them to fi ni sh
surveying the right fork of the upstream passage. The current
surveyed length of Gorman Creek Crevice is 793 meters
with much more to be surveyed.
Be Excellent Cave: In November 1996, Randy Brown,
Jim Kennedy, Bev Shade, and Jonathon Young spent 7 hours
continuing the survey of Be Excel lent Cave. They report
many good leads that they did not push. Imagine a group of
surveyers who actual ly survey everything they see and save
the rest for later! So far, 170 meters are surveyed and at least
four to five more trips are needed to fi ni sh the cave.
Horseshoe Crevice: In November 1995, Horshoe Crevice
Cave was surveyed by Marcu s Barksdale, Donnie Roland,
Bruce Watson, Lionel Rumancik, John Pipes, and Brad
Smith. After surveying and sketching the entrance, they
descended into the crevice, began digging loose soil, talu s,
and trash (broken glass, cans, clay pot shards, etc.) in the
East Passage and ended up extending the passage more than
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FENCE WIRE CAVE
SAB 209
Colorado Bend State Park
San Saba County, Texas
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ten meters. They checked a ceiling lead and discovered a
decorated room, about ten meters in diameter by one meter
high, containing bat guano. More loose soil and talus were
removed from the W -N passage, resulting in an extension of
more than six meters before the passage became too low to
continue. The crew then set eight stations and surveyed for a
distance of eighteen meters. The eastern passage needs a little more digging to access a larger, visible passage.
In December 1995, Marcus Barksdale, Tom Kaler, John
Pipes and Brad Smith spent 7.5 hours surveying 14.5 meters,
completing the East passage, as well as digging in several
additional passages. They encountered bad air in the upper
east passage. They found lots of broken glass, tin cans, aluminum cans, and trash bags which should be removed on
future trips, mostly from the East passage. Future digging
could be done in two leads in the East passage and two leads
in the West passage. Chris Hutson, Robert Albach, Pat
Gerry, and Jennifer Townsdin spent 6 hours completing the
survey of the whole cave. They used a hand line to reach the
lower passage. They located two dig leads, one of
which appears to take all of the flow in high water,
and appears very promising. At a recent Map
Factory, Chris Hutson completed the plan view for
the cave.
In February 1996, Bruce Watson and Darren
(?) spent four hours digging and made about 70
feet of progress beyond the eastern far point. They
noticed more airflow and the cave continues to
show promise.
In October 1996, Marcus Barksdale, Michelle
Karle, Blake Hendrickson, and Ed Hendrickson
spent 8.5 hours away from camp. First, they spent
an embarrassing 2.5 hours walking in circles trying to find Horseshoe Crevice. They returned to
camp and found Jim Kennedy who was able to
lead them to Fern Cave. They found no ID tag on
the cave, but they completed the survey and suggested that
this cave be tied into the overland survey. They said that this
cave and three others that were surveyed that day appear to
be in a line along a series of joints. When Marcus talked
about finding Horseshoe Crevice next time, he showed the
"eye of the tiger" determined look.
In November 1996, Marcus, Chris Heuss, and Becky
Jones spent 7.5 hours completing the survey of the downstream passage of Horseshoe Crevice. They found a former
bat roost approximately 4 feet square. They surveyed
approximately 15 meters of passage, narrowing to 0.3 meters
with a chert nodule blocking the way. Pushing this passage
would require breaking rocks with hammers and very difficult digging. Of course, the upstream passage still needs to
be surveyed.
Sore Back Cave (SAB 194): In February 1996, Chris
Hutson and John Case climbed up a crevice that led to crawlways and chimneys in a new area full of beautiful formations. Three of the chimneys led through a too-tight passage
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to other entrances, including SAB218 (Blue Fungus Cave).
They returned to the original objective and finished the survey as planned. In May, Dale Barnard, Chris Hutson, John
Case and Debbie Blackburn spent 8.5 hours surveyed 49
meters in 20 shots. In November 1996, Dale and Chris spent
7.5 hours completing the survey. They carried computer
printouts into the cave and sketched the profile of the cave.
They also corrected some data-entry errors. "Rite in the
Rain" sketch paper would have been preferable to computer
paper in the cold, wet and breezy cave. The survey is now
complete and the map is in progress.
Nopalitas Cave: In April 1996, Jim Kennedy , Bill
Chamney, Christy Quintana, Summer Barber, and Patty
Kennedy spent 5.5 hours surveying Nopalitas Cave
(SAB 186) for 23 meters. Bill Chamney sketched for the first
time with Jim Kennedy commenting that he did a nice job.
The cave is 10 meters deep and ends in a too-tight drain.
Fence Wire Cave: In October 1996, Jim Kennedy, Ed

Andy Grubbs in Gorman Creek Crevice. Photo by Kevin Stafford

Hendrickson, Blake Hendrickson, and Dylan Hendrickson
surveyed SAB 209, which they named Fence Wire Cave
after the annoying artifact at the bottom of the entrance
climb-down. They then went back to camp and joined up
with Marcus Barksdale and crew and to go back to Fern. Jim
Kennedy and crew poked at several digs around Fern Cave,
but none went anywhere.
Sweet Cave (aka Pretty Splendid Cave): In October 1995,
Dale Barnard, Jennifer Townsdin, George Faust, Robin
Cope, and Peter Strouthes spent five and one-half hours surveying. All except Dale were new to surveying. They established ten stations, starting at the entrance at the old tag
drilled in the rock. The cave is mostly maze-like passages
and proved very challenging to survey.
In November 1995, Dale Barnard, Terry Holsinger, and
Rafal Kedzierski spent six hours including two hours with
five beginning cavers - Jennifer Townsdin, Jang Kin , Keri
Kentala, Matt Chun, and Taik Rha. Dale, Terry, and Rafal
continued the survey, extending the length surveyed by
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SOUR CAVE
SAB 99

Colorado Bend State Park
San Saba County, Texas
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about 30 meters, bringing the
total length to about 60
meters.
In December 1995, Dale,
Christy Quintana, and AI
Fittipaldi, surveyed 53 meters
and set 10 stations in seven
hours. Several times they tied
into Jim Kennedy 's survey in
another part of the cave. An
unpromising mud dig was left
at station 21. Jim worked with
Trent Hodgkins, and Daniel
Brown surveying 67 meters in
seven hours. At the same
time, Terry Holsinger and
Sara Dierk spent 7 hours and
much labor to break up a
piece of rock in a promising
lead. It did not go more than 3 meters, but it led to two more
dig leads with airflow.
Finally, in February 1996, Dale, John Case, Stacy Case,
and Chris Hutson finished up some cross-sections and
pushed a lead in the back, which did not go.

Sour Cave (SAB 99): In December 1995, Terry Holsinger
and Sara Dierk determined that Sour Cave would require
vertical gear to survey and returned with Jim Kennedy in
January 1996. The three spent six hours, completing about
92 meters and leaving one low , going lead.
In January 1996, Jim and his wife Patty, Kevin
Quindlen, Neely Jones, and Terry spent seven hours in the
cave. They quickly opened up a partially blocked entrance
to the cave, making it easier to enter. They continued surveying. Jim Kennedy located a new small room and a
strongly blowing lead. They dug for about a body length and
then abandoned it for a future trip. Terry and Jim then
pushed another lead about 15 meters, which opened up in a
low , wide room with several leads. They surveyed the rest
of the passable areas of the cave leaving yet another dig.
They then completed some overland survey between Sour,
Sweet, and Bitter Caves.
In February 1996, Jim and Patty Kennedy, Bonnie
Longley and Robert Albach completed 207 meters of surface
survey, tying in several more sinks and the roadway for reference. Kevin and Neely worked on the blowing lead left
from the previous trip. The whole group plus Terry
Holsinger dug some more and surveyed 19 meters of passage. The cave is finished, except for some digs.

Tight Slide Cave: In November 1995, Tight Slide Cave's
entrance was enlarged by Jim Wolff, Bo Byford, and Bo's
cousin Mark, who spent 5 112 hours in the cave. They spent
the first two or three hours removing some heavy boulders
and about two feet of dirt. They pl anned to extend the survey if the air was breathable, but at the end of the old survey ,
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Kevin Stafford in Gorman Creek Crevice. Photo by Andy Grubbs

the air became very bad. Jim suggests that we continue
checking the cave for bad air, because there appears to be a
pit at the bottom of the cave that may be as deep as fifty feet.
The TSA-Colorado Bend State Park Project is a continuing success but much more work remains . Thanks again to
all participants and volunteers upon whom the success of
this project depends. Participants from October 1995 to
November 1996 are listed below.
Allan Adelman , Robert Albach , Melonie Alspaugh , Mike Anderson ,
Darren Baker, Summer Barber, Marcus Barksdale, Dale Burnard, Kate
Baron, Pete Baron, Aimee Beveridge, Andria Bilich, Debbie Blackburn,
Robert Brandon, Daniel Brown, Randy Brown, Bo Byford. Darren Case,
Joh n Case, Stacy Case and her sister Elayna, Bill Chumney, William
Chamney, Matt Chun , Jeff C loud , Robin Cope Amber Currie, Mike Currie,
Christopher Dari lek, Ruth D'Englere, Nila Dennis, Sura Dierk, Matt Duffin,
Jeff Elms, Dave Engelberger, George Faust, AI Fittipaldi , Eric Flint, Butch
Fralia, Jonathan Franklin, Mark Garrett, John Geiselbrecht, Pat Gerry, Ed
Goff, Marc Guther, Christine Gutierrez, Chris Hall , Jen nifer Hargrove, Will
Harri s, Kell y Hartline , Ni co Hauwert , Blake Hendrick son , Dylan
Hendrickson, Ed Hend rickson , Benjamin Heuss, Chris Heuss, Chri stopher
Heuss, Keith Heuss, Trent Hodgkins, Terry Holsinger, Chri s Hutson, Joe
Ivy, Chris Jagge, Christopher Jagge, Becky Jones, Neely Jones, Dave
Jordan , Chri s Jugge, Tom Kaler, Michelle Karl e, Rufal Kedzierski, Jim
Kennedy, Patty Kennedy, Keri Kentala, Jang Kin, Clint Ladd , Jennifer Lee,
Bobby Lewis, Bonnie Longley , Sharon Mastbrook , Jenny McCord , David
Milhollin , Chri stopher Moore, Kent Morris, Derek Nash , hoaiNum Nguyen,
Gabe Nighswander, Cl int Otto, Diana P, Linda Parisian, Ernest Parker, Jerri
Pearson, Mike Pearson , John Pipes, Carolyn Poh , Mark Porter, Kevin
Quindlen, Christy Quintana. Dennis Renner, Taik Rha , Donnie Roland,
Lionel Rumancik , Tina Schmid, Bev Shade, Brad Smith, Chri s Soben
Jennifer Soben, Con ni e Sparks, Kevin Stafford, Tim Stich, Stephen Storey,
Peter Strouthes, Justin Teagne, Jenni fe r Townsdin , David Turner, Daniel
Tyler, Chad Tywater, Shem Unger,Bruce Watson , Shawn Weinstein ,
Mellisa Wierzbichki , Jim Wolff, Eng-S he in Wu , Johnathan Young, and
Byron Ziegler.

Project Leaders: Dale Barnard, P.O. Box 684163, Austin,
TX 78768, (5 12) 452-3446, barnard @fc.net; Terry
Hol singer I 007 Milford Way, Austin, TX 78745, (5 12) 4434241 trhli @sprynet.com . .-.
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Conquering the Illusive Pit
436 Feet Deep

hy Oren Tranbarger

Oren Tra nbarger

ACKNOWLE DGMENTS
Th is trip was made possi bl e through the persiste nt
e ffort s of David Loc klea r (Houston) who spent man y manho urs look in g fo r the pit and deve lo pin g a good re lationship
with th e ra nc her who ow ns th e cave. Unti l David relocated
thi s pit in No ve mber 1995 . it probably had been at least five
yt: ars sin ce any Texas caver vis ited the cave or talked abo ut
any tri ps to it. David has set a fin e exa mpl e to the cav in g
comm unit y by deve lo ping good caver-rancher relations.
13l:ca use o f hi s efforts. additio na l trips to the Illu sive Pit are
probabl y poss ibl e.
BAC K G ROUND
Pas t Rcports.The first trip re po rt abo ut the Illu sive Pit
was documented by .Jerry Li ndsey in the March 1973 issue
o f nw Te.ros Cm·er. A map o f the cave was pub Iished in the
Deu: mher 19T\ iss ue o f Th e Texas Caver. The cave should
have bee n named the Elus ive Pi t because it eluded cavers'
efforts in discovery for several yea rs. However. both names
ap tl y describe the pit. T he pi t was firs t loc ated A ugust 27,
1972 and was ex pl o red by me mbers of the Laredo
S peleo log ica l Soc iety. It was repo rted that someone was
probabl y killed in tile cave in the earl y '20s.

the rain had stopped. We repacked our gear. The clouds
began to lift, and there was some sunshine.
At the Ranch. After a roundabout way, we finally
arrived at the campsite, which is in the foothills of the mountains and near a ravine leading up to the cave. We set up
camp and modified our plans. We decided not to do the cave
that day, which was Friday. Instead, we hiked up to the cave
with the ropes and gear. A GPS recei ver was used to obtain
the coordinates of the cave. After rigging the cave, we
returned to camp and had our Thanksgiving dinner a day
late. Thi s plan provided a chance to get a good night's rest
and make the hike Saturday morning without backpacking
heavy loads.
The weather continued to improve Friday, and the modified plan worked well. The sunset Friday evening was
beautiful and everything pointed to better weather Saturday.
That ni ght after Thanksgiving dinner, a fire was built and the
evening enj oyed.
Friday ni ght was sleepless . I was anxious about the
drop, it was cold and windy in the back of my truck, and we
had slept too much the night before.

THE BIG DAY AT THE CAVE
Shortly after sunri se Saturday morning, we looked up to
the north . Clouds mo vin g about 45 mph blew in through the
pass o n the Candela-Monclova highway and spilled over
into the desert to the west. It was an incredible sight. After
watching thi s phenomenon for about 15 minutes, a coldfro nt hit with strong blustery winds . The weather was uncertain at thi s point. As we hiked up through the ravine, I
thought we would have to de ri g the cave and get out of the
mountain s before heavy rains started .
The hike to the cave without gear took about 40 minutes. I fi gured that now was the time to do the cave, despite

GETTI NG TO THE CAVE
The Trip Down. T he weat he r in Mexico at
T hanksgivi ng is un predictable. After leavi ng San Antoni o
Wedne sday eve nin g before T hanbg.ivi ng. it started to rai n.
At time s tile rai n wou ld let up . and I thought we wo uld ha ve
Ill' tn,ublc . As tile eve ning hours passed . th e weather was the
primary conce rn . T he ni ght was spe nt in a stad ium parking
lot ah1H1t l .t\ mile s south of Ca nde la . Around5: 00 Thursday
mornin g. DaYid arri ved from Housto n. By Frida y morning.

Linda Streckfus
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James Loftin

the weather conditions, or I mi ght never have the opportuni ty again . M y intention was to bop the pit. By thi s time, the
hike had invigorated James and he was going to do the drop
also. Before the trip, David was not sure whether he was booino
b
to rappel, but by thi s time, everyone had decided to do so.
The cave has an upper and lower entrance approx imately I 0 fee t different in e levation. The upper entrance is an
opening just large enough for a person to fit through comfortably. The lower entrance opening is about 20 fee t by I 0
feet and oval shaped. The drop in the pit from the upper
entrance is approximately 43 6 feet. The lowest part of the
cave is approximately 630 feet below the upper entrance.
As I rigged up, David was everyw here taking pictures.
By 10:00, I was ready to rappe l w ith my rope bag through
the lower entrance. I had my ascending gear on should any
trouble occur, and my camera hung by my side. There is
something spooky about being the first one down in an
unknown abyss. I eased over the lip fee ling the weight of the
rope bag . My mind was focused on the task of rappelling.
Above me, Linda was ready with her rappel.
Before the trip, Gill Ediger had suggested that we use
two ropes, one in the upper entrance and one in the lower
entrance. That way, it would be possible to get a picture of
someone rappelling in .
After getting over the lip and down a few fee t, there is a
sharp rock edge that should be padded. Just above it is a steel
rod driven into the wall for tying off a rope pad. However,
after looking it over, I continued rappelling, since the rope
was new, and I did not want to mi ss rappelling next to Linda
on the other rope. While going down, the rope clears the
edge without rubbing.
About 50 fee t down, I should have seen Linda. She was
not there, and I did not want to wait. I continued my rappel.
A good part of the rappel from the lower entrance is along
the walls of the pit. I was watching every point where the
rope mi ght touch the wall s and could see ev idence where
several spots were worn and glazed from pas t ropes or
cables. I was surprised to see so much light coming down the pit.

A lthough we did not have any information about bad air
ever being in the cave, thi s was my bi ggest worry, since thi s
is a severe pro bl em fo r me. My breathing was good going
dow n, but the temperature was very warm, li ke it was las t
March.
Before I knew it, I was at the bottom. I was expecting
a bigger area; however, I had not ex pected the shaft of the pit
to be as bi g in di ameter as it is. It bells out some. Linda was
still not on the bottom, but I could hear her talking above me
(although I could not understand anything). I checked o ut
the bottom after getting off rope and then prepared to ascend .
There were various things on the botto m, incl uding a 4x4
timber about a foo t long.
Like so many other pits in Mex ico, the ropes come
down on top of a rubble pil e that slopes off to lower levels.
Surpri sing ly, there was sunli ght all the way to the bottom.
Being North of Tropi c of Cancer, the sun never shines
directly into the pit. Wi th bad weather on the surface, the
sunli ght was even harder to understand .
As I started climbing, I looked up . It was a long way to
the lower ledge. Whil e climbing, I typically pick out a pl ace
on the wall and use it fo r a reference to check my progress.
Eventuall y, I passed the lower ledge and was looking up at
the upper ledge. On the lower ledge, there was a small ho le
with vari ous pieces of lumber. These items were probabl y
part of a mining operati on long ago .
I fo und Linda on the upper ledge. There was a minor
probl em with the ro pe coming out of the bag properl y, but
everything was now under contro l, so I kept climbing. Wi sps
of coo l air could be felt peri odicall y, whi ch was refreshing.
Closer to the top, there was James looking in , ready to make
the drop. I checked the sharp-edge spot just below the lip and
as ked James to find another rope pad and tie it on the stake
when he ca me dow n.
By II :30 I was out of the pi t and off rope. T he descent,
time at the bottom, and the ascent took 1.5 hours. Dav id was

... continued on page 88
Dav id Locklear
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Survey Instruments for Caving
hy Marcus Barksdole, UT Grollo
To th <.: bt.: nd it of Tcx a ~ cav in g in th e last few years,
th <.:rc ha ~ b<:<: n an influ x of bri ght , e nerge tic cave rs to many
grotto;. in th<: ~ t a l c. As these folk s deve lop their caving
~ kilh , man y b<:com c in vol ved in th e time-h onored traditi on
of <.:<tV<: mappin g. Effect ive cave mappin g requires various
in ~ tru m<:n l ~ for m<:asuring direc ti on, altitude, di stances, and
locati on ;. of s<: k ct<:d fea ture s in caves. Thi s article offers
;.om<: back ground on modern in struments suitabl e for cave
mapp111 g.
WHAT IS A COMPASS?
St;ttin g th<: ob viou s, a compass is an instrument for
dctt.: rminin g hori1.ontal dir<:c ti on. Traditionally made, a compa.-,;, i;. <tn y ;. it.:ndt.:r sy mm etri ca l bar (or needl e) of magnetizt.:d iron that. wh<: n frt.:t.: ly susp<: ndcd at its ce nter of gravity. ori e nt s it.s<: lf in <t position parall el with th e lin es of magneti c forct.:. Most co mpasses utilize the balanced-on- a-pin
conct.: pl. whilt.: otht.:rs fl oa t a balanced dial in liquid.
Ciraduat ion s in th<: sw in g arc of th e needl e. or around the
dial. allo w th e ust.: r to dt.:fin t.: spec ifi c Liirecti ons relative to
the rn ;tgnt.: ti c ori cnt ;1ti on.

WHAT IS A CLINOMETER?
Coro llary to a co111pass. a clinomet er is an in strument
for Jll casmin g vc rti c; d direc tion . A we ight ed needl e or dial
oriL'lll.'> it se lf by gra vit y to the lo wes t pos iti on of the weight.
Cir;tduation s al ong the sw in g arc dt.:fin e direc tions relati ve to
th e gral·it;ttion ;d ori e ntation .

At'l'URACY AND PRECISION
T11·o import ;lnt Ltctors that determine how we ll a co mpa ss or l· iitHlnletn work s arc their acc uracy and precision.
Tec hni c ill y. <ll'l'ltral·y rckrs to the closeness betwee n measme tliL' nt s and th eir tru e 1·;dues while preci sion pertains to
the l·lose ncss to lln L' another of c;tch measurement in a se t of
lll l'; lSIII'L' llle nt s. In illllll er·s te rm s. greater prec ision from a
.'> IH1t gun is nea ted hy a barrel choke while greater accuracy
L'Oili L's from good <Iilli .
: \ L'l' lll' al· ~ · and preci sion of an in strum ent 's co nstructi on
;illn· t tilL· smn·y rL·adin gs <llld thu s the tru eness of the
tn appL·d pa ss;tgc. ;\ cn1racy c;1n be allected by such constnt l· tion LiL' tPrs as tilL' numbe r <llld eve nness of graduati ons.
lli. tid, mark s. ahllllt th e <trc pf s11·in g of th e needle or dial.
PrL·L· isiPn L·an he afkctcd hy l'lln stru ction fa ctors such as
fri ctilln hL' tii L'L'n tilL' nccdk (or 11 hL'L' ll and the supportin g
Jllll.
:\ cc ur;IL' I and prL'L· ision uf in strument con structi on
siHl llld 1111t hL· L'll nfu scd 11·ith that of the in strument 's use .
.\ cc ur;lc'l in 1<1ki ng <lll in strum ent readin g is allel'ted by the

7-t

user's ability to di stingui sh the tick marks and read the direction guide numbers. Prec ision of the in strument readings are
affected by the use of the instrument, such as proper balancing and sighting while taking measurements.
Accuracy and precision of the instruments and the user
should be checked periodically and noted in the surveys conducted with that instrument/user combination.

MAGNETIC DECLINATION AND DIP
Magnetic declination and dip should also be considered
when conducting surveys. As stated previously, compasses
measure horizontal direction because the needle or dial
align s itse lf parallel to the lines of magnetic force .
In the horizontal direction , these lines define the magnetic meridian s. The difference between the true meridian
and the magnetic meridi an is the magnetic declination. The
Earth ' s magnetic pole shifts around with time, but a survey
can be properly adjusted by knowing the date of the survey
and rotating the compass readings by the magnitude declination for that time.
In the vertical direction, however, the lines of magnetic
force are in clined downward toward the north in the northern hemi sphere, and downward toward the south in the
southern hemi sphere . Thi s phenomenon is called the magnetic dip. The angle of dip varies from 0 degrees near the
equator to 90 degrees at the Earth 's poles. A counterweight
is used to counteract the effect of dip , so that the compass
needl e or dial will take a position horizontal to the ground
surface when direc tions are observed. Proper balancing of
the compass needle or dial depends on the distance of the
location from the poles. But the balance does not correlate
linearly with latitude. Therefore, five general geographic
zones have been establi shed for compass balance. In the
range of most Texas cavers, zone I encompasses Canada,
the United States, and northern Mexico while zone 2
includes Southern Mex ico, Central America, and northern
South America. The compass user should ensure the instrume nt is properly balanced to avoid introducing additional
e rror into a survey .

TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS
The types of in struments for measuring horizontal
angl es span the ex tremes from the toys found on key chains
and zipper handl es to the sophisticated and fin ely crafted
in strume nts typi call y used by land surveyors. In between are
the standard baseplate models used with topog raphic maps
for ori entee ring . the fam ous pocket transit loved by geologi sts and fi eld engineers. and other hand-held prec ision
instruments commonly used by foresters and cavers alike.
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WHAT'S SUITABLE FOR CAVE SURVEYING?
Well , that depends on the level of accuracy and precision desired for the task at hand. Zipper compasses are fun
for kids, but they have too few graduations for practical use
and the construction is pretty cheap. And a total station using
electronic distance measurements is a wonderful option ...
when you have a significant cave deserving of an extremely
accurate and preci se survey , not to mention the necessary
skills, the time for the survey effort, and sufficient passage
space for the instruments (the latter is tough to find in most
Texas caves).
Modern cavers use modem hand-held instruments (no
intent to spark a debate among the carbide and electric set).
The compass I see used most often these days is the Suunto
KB-14. Comparable, but less common, are the Suunto KB20 and the Silva Type 80., The clinometer I see used most
often is the Suunto clinometer. Some people prefer combi nation instruments such as the Silva compass/clinometer,
and the Brunton and PICO pocket transits shouldn ' t be overlooked; a couple of decades ago pocket transits were the preferred choice, and they still provide equivalent or greater
accuracy and preci sion than the other instruments mentioned.

COMPASS SELECTIONS:
SUUNTO KB-14

$83 ; $ 128 for one with an internal battery-powered light to
aid in readings, and the instrument can be repaired for about
$54. For extra protection agai nst caver abuse, a yellow rubber protective cover can be purchased separately for about
$ 12.

SUUNTO KB-20

The KB-20 is basically a more affordable version of the
Suunto KB- 14. The housing is made of hi gh-impact plastic,
while foresight and backsight readings are graduated to one
degree. This instrument can be illuminated from above, but
no internal light is available. The dial numbers are the same
font and size as the KB-14 model, and the cost is roughly
half of its sister' s at about $45. However, the KB-20 is not
water/dust tight and it is not repairable; important considerations.

SILVA TYPE 80

The Suunto KB-14 is a cave surveying standard. Its aluminum housi ng is rugged , protects against impacts, and is
corrosion resistant. Foresight and backsight readings are
provided , and both are graduated to one-half degree on the
azimuth model (a better choice from the quadrant graduation , which wi ll likely only cause confusion). Each unit
receives a unique serial number stamped in the housing (for
reference to field precision testing). However, the in strument
is not water or dust ti ght, and the user is advised to securely
seal the joint between the general viewfi nder on top and the
housing with epoxy. In cave surveying, the compass dial is
illuminated from above. The guide numbers on the dial use
a crisp font but, for thi s vision-corrected user, the numbers
are too small for me to focus (thus leading to possibly inaccurate read in gs). The current cost for this instrument is about

The Texas Caver

The Silva Type 80 is a great choi ce for water passages
and those folks who don ' t want to wear glasses or contact
len ses while surveyi ng. The in strument is not onl y waterproof, but it fl oats! The azi muth is grad uated in one degree
units and the dial has large, easy-to-read numbers, but the
sighting cross-hair is pretty thin and hard to see. An internal
lithium battery-powered li ght is a standard feature, and when
the battery run s dead , the compass can be illumin ated from
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be low, a comforta bl e feature during a lon g day of surveying .
Since I' m roug h o n my gear, one drawback I've fo und is the
in:-. trumcnt 's plastic hou sing, even though it also employs a
c ushy ye ll ow rubber protec ti ve cover. At a cost of abo ut
$ 123, thi s compass is comparab le to the lighted Su unto. The
unit i:-. a l:-.o re pairab le, but for a fee reported ly greater than
the Suunto.

SUUNTO C LINOM ETE R

The Sil va compass/cl inometer combines both a compass and
a clinometer in a sing le aluminum case. Read the compass
from one end , the clinometer from the other. The compass
scale is easy to read, like the Sil va T ype 80, and it has a one
degree graduation accurate to plu s or minus one half degree.
An adva ntage of thi s combo unit is having just one instrument for both horizontal and vertical readings; less fumbling
fo r the desired instrument in the clark. A di sadvantage is
putting both in struments in the shop when one of them malfunctions. The case mu st also be sealed to prevent water and
dust intrusion.

POCKET TRANSITS

The S uunt o c lino meter is th e o nly in strume nt I see used
th at is dedi cated to meas urin g verti ca l ang les . The unit
comes wi th two o f many types of sca les. The most a ppro priate sca les for caving arc the degrees and perce nt. Verti cal
an gles arc measured in deg rees w hil e he ights or depths can
he es timat ed with the perce nt sca le. Degree sca les are graduat ed from plu s 90 degrees to minus 90 degrees in o ne
tkg rec incrcmc nt s. Perce nt sca les are grad uated from plus
150 percent to minus I 50 percent in one perce nt (from + 70%
to -70C'/n ) and 1wo percen t unit s (at meas ure ments greater
than + 70C',.f, and less than -70% ). The Suunto c lino meter
shares the same rugged constru cti o n as the Suunto KB - 14
co mpas s. and the same need for waterproofing. The standard
S uunt o cli no meters costs abo ut $95, o r $ 130 with a bui lt-in
li ght.

COMPASS/CLINOMETER COMBINATIONS
SILVA COMPASS/CLINOMETER

\
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Pocket transits were widely used for cave surveying
before other hand-held instruments were developed . These
instruments can measure horizontal and vertical angles, and
they match or exceed the more commonly used compasses
and clinometers in accuracy and versatility. They are just a
littl e more difficult to use correctly.
PECO and Brunton are typical makers of pocket transits. Both models have one degree graduations of a 360
degree azimuth, and they can measure vertical angles from
plus to minus 90 degrees with vernier readings to 10 mjnutes. They have built-in bubble floats to assist in leveling the
in strument, and mag netic declination adjustment. Prices for
these units co mpare· with the combined cost of a compass
and clinometer. The PICO induction clamped pocket transit
cos ts abo ut $2 19 while the standard Brunton induction
damped unit costs roughly $ 194. The Brunton international
model can be used anyw here in the world without rebalancing the need le and costs onl y $ 195 , while the waterproof
intern ational model is $2 15 .. -
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From the Files
of the TSS
With thi s issue, the Texas Speleolog ical Survey (TSS ) is
beginning a new column for the Caver. "From the Files" will
fea ture interesting caves which have not been visited by
most presently acti ve cavers, and caves which need surveying or resurveying--especially if they have unchecked leads.
The Purpose of this column is to point cavers toward so me
of the fine caving that exi sts in our great state, while generating new or updated information for the fil es. If you find
yourself interested in checking out a cave mentioned in the
column , contact the TSS for more info rmation. Cave locations and owner names will of course not be publi shed

Description: The entrance is 4 ' hi gh and 3' wide at the bottom and is a tri angul ar shaped passage hi gh on the east rim
of the Pecos Ri ver. After 50 feet it abruptly turns left th rough
a very ti ght squeeze for 25 feet where it turns right and heads
another 25 feet through a soft dirt fl oored passage which is
easy on the knees . Here the cave turns left and extends 200
feet to a north-south trending crack which continues to the
right fo r 160 fee t where it becomes too tight. About 40 feet
dow n the crack the cave extends to the left for 20 feet to a
room about I0 feet across and I0 feet wide. A duck-under on
the left fl oor of the roo m leads to I 00 more feet of passage
follow ing the general trend of the crack. Air bl ows out the
entrance.
History: The cave was ex plored and mapped on 2 1 June
1969 by Roger Bartholomew, Wayne Russell , D. Nunnelly,
P. Walker, and A. Sandova l of the San Antoni o Grotto.
Biology: Millipedes, harvestmen, cave crickets, and large
spiders were observed in the cave.

RIMROCK CAVE Crockett County

RIMROCK CAVE
Crockett County, Texas
Brunton -Tripod - Steel Tape Survey
R. Bartholomew
Wayne Russell
A. Sandoval
D. Nunnelly
P Walker
San Antonio Grotto
June 1969
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A Preliminary C hecklist of the Caves of Texas. James R. Reddell. 13 pp.
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The Caves nf the Mt. Vernon and Livingston Quadrangles, Kentucky. 1962. William H. Russell and Thomas R. Costello. II pp.
The Cave nf Denton County. 1967. Ronald G. Fieseler & Michael Moody. 5 pp.
An lntmduction to the Caves of Texas. 1978. R. G. Ficseler. J. Jasek. M. Jasek. NSS Convention Guide., 19. 117 pp. $10.
The Caves nf McKittrick Hill, Eddy County , New Mexico. 1978. Carl E. Kunath. 87 pp. $ 10.
A Field Guide to the Caves of Kendall County. 1985 . William R. Elliott. 143 pp.
The Can•s nf Bexar County, 2nd Ed. 1988. Spcleol. Monogr .. 2. Texas Mem. Mus. George Veni. 300 pp. $25.
A Field Guide to the Caves of Blanco, Gillespie, and Llano Counties, Texas. James R. Reddell. William R. EUiott, and A. Richard Smith.
IIJXIJ. ll4 pp. $X.
The Caws and Karst of Texa.~. 1994. W . R. Elliott & G. Yeni. NSS Convention Guide. 342 pp. +viii+ 12 pp. of maps in pocket. $25 ($20 to
TS anJ SS n1emhers. $)0 to libraries). Add $4 for postage & handling.
The Caws of Cm·ta Valley. Edwards and Val Verde Counties, Texas. 1995. Carl E. Kunath. 109 pp. $ 15. Add $2 postage & handling.
Studil'S on the Cave and Endogean Fauna of North America. 1986. Eel. by J.R. Reddell. Speleological Monographs, I. 167 pp.$ 18.50.
Stud it-s on thl' C avl' and Endogl'an Fauna of North Amerka. II. 1992. Ed. by J. R. Reddell. Speleological Monographs, 3. 257 pp. $28.95.
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A LITTLE HISTORY OF THE
TEXAS CAVERS' REUNION
The first TOTR was held in Luckenbach in 1978
in order to bring Texas cavers together so they
could meet cavers from other areas of the state and
expand their caving potential. In 1997 we will
hold the 20th anniversary Cavers' Reunion on
October 17-19. As you can see from the pictures,
it's been a lot of fun. We are always looking for
the perfect site for TCR. If you know of a spot
between Austin and Campwood and Junction and
San Antonio that has 20 or so acres with moderately private water frontage that can be used for a
weekend each year, we'd like to take a look at it.
It would be nice if it had big trees, easy access,
running water, and electricity, but we can live
without some of those, if necessary. Call G.
Willikers at 512-441-0050. All photos are by G.
Willikers unless otherwise credited.
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A LIST OF PREVIOUS OTRs
1978 Luckenbach
1979 Cypress Bend Park, New Braunfels
1980 Reimers ' Ranch
1981 Reimers' Ranch
1982 Krause Springs, Spicewood
1983 Krause Springs, Spicewood
1984 Blue Hole, Wimberley
1985 Texas Canoe Trails, New Braunfels
1986 L&L Campground, Sattler
1987 L&L Campground, Sattler
1988 Lone Man II Ranch, Wimberley
1989 Lone Man II Ranch, Wimberley
1990 Lone Man II Ranch, Wimberley
1991 Lone Man II Ranch, Wimberley
1992 Lone Man II Ranch , Wimberley
1993 Lone Man II Ranch , Wimberley
1994 Flat Creek Ranch
1995 Flat Creek Ranch
1996 Flat Creek Ranch
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Three-fou nhs of the Formanek fam ily shows off their new TSA T-shins at the very 1st
TOTR , held in Luckenbach in September 1978. Nineteen years later most of these people
have grown up.

French author and cave sitter Michel Siffre talks with Bill Russell and Bill Steele at the 1st
TOTR whi le Pete Strickland ri gs a belay line for the cable ladder climbing contest.

Pete tric:kland ·s pon able. hot rub steams quietly wi:Uie ~avers enjoy the Pedemales River at Reimers· Ranch durlnftthe 1980 TOTR.
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The Secret of
San Agustin
by Mark Minton
The 1987 Huautla Expedition was a spectacular success.
We surveyed 7.5 kilometers of new cave, of which 2 kilometers were true vertical traverse. Most significantly the
long anticipated connection of Nita Nanta with Sistema
Huautla finally became a reality. (AMCS Activities
Newsletter No. 17, Dec., 1988) To this day, it is the only
time two caves each over I 000 meters deep have been joined
together. But there was also a darker side to the expedition,
a closely kept secret that has been too confounding, too
astonishing to contemplate openly. Only the passing of time
has dulled the memories and soothed the psyche so that we
can look back and share the terrible truth. It started innocently enough, with one of those strokes of good fortune we
all hope for. Where it led, no one would have guessed.
While emerging from the connection camp at -600
meters in San Agustin, Don Broussard had strained his back
and requested some assistance in getting his heavy duffel out
of the cave. Bill Steele, Doug Powell, and I volunteered,
with Nancy Weaver remaining at the lip ofthe entrance shaft
to help Don top out. While Don valiantly climbed on his own
power, the three of us below decided to check the top of the
breakdown pile at the head of the Sala Grande, the first big
room in the cave. We had passed that high mezzanine on
every trip in and out of the cave, but never bothered to tackle the awkward climb necessary to get up to it. Against the
back wall Bill noticed air moving between the blocks. Soon
we had opened a lower chamber where the air literally
roared out between the rocks at another choke. We all dug
and poked, and finally I found a devious route through the
collapse. Soon I was standing in an ancient, dry borehole
with cobbles strewn across a mud-cracked floor. Was that a
footprint? No, I told myself, it couldn't be. It must just be the
way the dirt had settled when water last flowed here long
ago. Almost immediately there was a fork, and I took the
high, smaller side first. It led into a maze of small passages
that seemed to be meanders around some particularly resistant area in the rock. Down one lead, I caught a glint off the
wall and moved in for a closer look. There was something
shiny, like a piece of metal stuck to the wall. No ... , not stuck
onto the wall, but imbedded in it! There seemed to be several exposed areas close together, and others barely visible
through small cracks and channels in The rock. I knew the
others would be following soon, and I wanted to keep this
discovery to myself for the moment, so I blocked the low
entrance to that branch of the maze with some stones and
sand from a nearby dune. I told them the maze hooked back
in further along, so we excitedly scooped ahead on the other
side of the fork to the top of a drop, amazed that cavers had
passed this lead by for over twenty years .
When we returned to the Fieldhouse with our tale of
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finding great going virgin cave practically within sight of the
entrance, there was considerable skepticism. After all , it was
April first, and we played that up, just to mess with their
minds a bit. All doubts disappeared the next day , however,
when people saw how much rope we planned to cany in.
With no shortage of volunteers, we fielded two teams for rigging and leapfrog surveying. I led one team to survey the
maze, steering them away from my hidden passage. As soon
as both teams had moved further down the main route, I
made some excuse about swollen wimp glands and begged
off the team. I quietly ducked into the maze, dug open my
lead , and headed for the metal in the wall. With hammer and
chisel, I began to clear a larger area, working cautiously at
first to avoid damaging whatever this strange thing was. It
even seemed as if some chiseling had already been done here
and there, but that couldn't be, I knew. We had pored over
all of the published reports on Huautla, and had talked with
most of the original explorers, and no one ever mentioned
any passage leading off of this end of the Sala Grande. As
progress was made and the inevitable slip occurred, I realized that the metal was very hard. Finally I tried deliberately to make a dent. Nothing, not even a scratch! Just the
smooth, gleaming, miiTOr-like surface. I did all I could by
hand, having increased the exposed area several fold.
The Fool's Day Extension, as the new route becan1e
known, was Huautla caving at its finest. That first day over
a kilometer was surveyed, to a depth of about 370 meters, in
18 pitches. There were two down-trending leads with airflow. And all I could think of was that damned metal. There
had to be an explanation! It couldn ' t have been buried or
washed in because it was in solid, massively bedded limestone rather than breakdown or flowstone. The only thing
that made sense was an ore body of some kind . Yes, maybe
a huge nugget of silver or platinum or who knew what. But
it was so hard and smooth - it didn ' t look like any natural
deposit I'd ever heard of.
Two days later when the next push was heading in I
stayed back at the constriction, known as the Dust Devils, to
set a charge to stabilize and improve the access to what was
obviously going to become a major route in the cave. My
altruism had a selfish motive, however, as I wanted there to
be cover for the other blasting I had planned. I grabbed some
Kinepak and went back to the maze to blow off a projection
blocking another large piece of the hidden object. In spite of
careful placement of the charge, the biggest chunk of rock
ricocheted off the ceiling and smashed into the center of the
exposed metallic area. The rock shattered into fragments, but
there wasn't even a scratch on the metal surface.
Emboldened by its resilience, I placed another charge
against the wall , directly on one corner of the metal. When
the smoke cleared, there was again no evidence that the
metal had been affected in the slightest. This was too weird!
What could withstand a direct blast? As I cleared away the
debris I made another startling discovery . A clearly
machined edge and another curved metallic surface too per
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Trip Report
Pozo de Montemayor, Tanksgiving '95
by Chris Vreeland
Man y peopl e attend ed, some just to hang out in the sun and
Texas for a week.The names I know include: Joe Ivy,
Marvin Mill er, Carl Blankenburg, Wayne Bockleman, Mary
Th e i ~ s e. George Faust, Robin Cope, Jerry Atkin son, Spencer
W oo d ~. Linda Palit, Teri Whitfi e ld.
e~ea pe

Eve ry year fo r th e pa st severa l yea rs around
Thanksgivi ng , there's an exodu s o f San Antonio cavers to
tiH.: mesa above Minas Viejas in Northern Mexico for the
rurrose of visitin g the deepest cave within an eight-hour
dri ve of centra l Texas. Ove r the yea rs it has grow n to encomrass cave rs from thro ughou t the state, and has become
so methin g o f a traditi on. I managed to get myself invited
along after onl y a minimal amount of harrassment, and it
turn ed o ut to be well wo rth the troubl e .
The dri ve down was uneventful , except for being asked
''i.ll ay Pi sto las?" re peatedl y at roadb locks. Apparently , the
C hiaras thing had the arm y co ncerned abo ut arm s smugg lers. or ma ybe it was just the question of the month .
I wen t early and stayed the whole seven days, which at
times see med like a mistake. but did provide for some good
re la xation . The first day . we had just two vehicles and got to
the camps it e up the hill from the cave well after dark. A coupl e more carloads s howed up on Monday and Tuesday , g ivin g way to a mass exodu s from A meri ca o n Wednesday and
T hursda y. Joe co unt ed 5:1 people overall. which was about
or :1 0 too man y. as far as I was concerned.
The mesa that Pozo de Mo nte mayo r li es under is quite
an interesting place. It's hi gh. and relative ly flat. except that
tht.: top slopes off towards th e west at about five degrees. To
th t.: west. you can sec across the va ll ey towards Bustamante,
wit h tht.: cap in th e mountains formed by Bustamante ca nyo n
a promin ~.: nt feature on the ho ri zon. A :10- minute walk up
tht.: hill fro m our campsit e to the eas tern rim provided an
im: r~.: dihk v i~.:w nearl y a kil o mete r down int o a steep ca nyo n
that run s ~.:as t nu t to the western edge of Sabinas Hidalgo .
It sct.: tn s as thou gh w~.: ri gged the cave on Monday.
thou gh it n ndd ha ve bt.:t.:n Tu~.:sday. I didn't actuall y do any
ri gg in g. thou gh I hauled so me rope and observed. The
L'ntranct.: pit is 180 feet dt.:cp. I be li eve . and phenomenal. The
upper portion g ~.:ts a cood atnount o f s unli ght. and is moss
covncd a good fift y l'ct.:t down . Most o f the drop is against
the \\'all \\'ith a rcbcla y at abo ut fo rt y or fift y feet. and onl y
the last thirt y or fort y feet arc freehanging . Although thi s
w:ts nnly my scn)fld in -cave expe ri ence with rebeiays. it was
easy thi s time. thanks to Peter Spro use who let me c limb hi s
tree under his watchful eye the previous weekend.
Ri ght past the botton\ of the entrance pit is a series of
four drops. rangin g from fmt y to eight y feet. which .J oe
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referred to as " nui sance drops," but which in Texas would
have seemed quite respectable, so I enjoyed them thoroughly . It was quite wet in the cave, and the fourth drop ended in
a pool of ankle-deep water that we had to pendulum across
to avoid. This pool was in a large alcove that comprised the
top of the Big Pit. A dome extends upward from the top of
the pit a hundred feet or more, and the whole shaft above and
below was covered with wet flowstone. Joe was grumbling
about the cave being so wet, and didn ' t think the Rebirth
Canal (an intermittent sump deep in the cave, between us
and the end of the survey) would be passable. I broke out the
camera here and did some of my first tripod multiple flash
experiments.
It took Joe about thirty minutes to rig the pit (it's really
big) which has two rebelays, one of which is at a ledge. I had
lots of time to get cold standing around in the moist breeze,
and to get cold feet thinking about the drop, which was more
than twice as deep as any drop I'd done before. I went
through the litany of thoughts : " Maybe I'm just not cut out
for this caving stuff; I'm not the explorer type, I should just
go home and print shirts; What ifl can't climb out and they
have to stage a rescue, I think I'll just leave."- followed at
last, after watching two more people do the drop in front of
me, by "I'll be son·y later; I could be missing the experience
of a lifetime; I may never have another chance to see this
cave." That final thought got me over the edge, which was
really a curving flowstone mound thirty feet tall. From there,
of course, all fear was subsumed by a sense of wonderment
and exhileration at the beauty and grandeur of the most magnificent pit I have seen. I'm sure that no matter what other
great caves I may visit in the future, this one will stand out
in my mind just because it was the first classic big pit I've
ever done.
Most of the rappel was under a waterfall--a light sprinkle, really-- from about fifty feet above the rig point, and the
entire wall was flow stone for four hundred feet. I discovered
the really neat part about a wet rappel--the water on the rope
cools your rack quite efficiently, and dropping fast if you
feel like it is not a problem. I barely remember crossing the
two rebelays on the way down, except that the one at the
ledge seemed like cheating, not having to perform maneuvers to unhook the cowtails and get back on the rack.
At the bottom, the waterfall turned into a series of
streams and pools , the largest of which was difficult to skirt
and climb down past in the process of getting on down the
passage. From here, it was a short walk downhill and around
a le ft-hand corner to a room with a climb dubbed "The
Muddy Whore" by Joe Ivy . I had perceived this to be a handline climb from reading trip reports, and as such, was quite
daunting . Thi s is a nas ty seventy-degree slope with about six
inches o f mud on the wall , much of which has been displaced onto the permanantly hung rope. I nearly turned
around here before I figured out that my ascending gear
would work on that rope.
About seventy or e ighty feet past the top of this climbup is the top of the Argo Well , another four hundred foot
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drop. I stopped here, a few feet shy of the lip, as others were
heading back out. Robin and Marcelus did the drop and proceeded on to Disbeliever's Well , another one hundred and
eighty foot pit, and the sump, which they reported back, was
quite full , with a steady stream flowing into it.
I headed back out behind George and look pictures of
him climbing in the big pit. Climbing wasn ' t as bad as I had
expected, and I managed to stay almost cool in the waterfall.
You can cup your hands against the flow stone and drink
whenever you get thirsty. I wasn ' t prepared for the bounce
of the rope, however. Between that, and being almost constantly up against the wall, progress seemed slow. I'd climb
two or three steps, wait for the bounce to subside, push off
from the wall and climb two or three steps more. My right
arm grew more tired from pushing off the wall constantly
than my legs did from climbing.
About two hundred feet off the floor, just below the bottom rebelay, the excess webbing from my footloops somehow fed into my chest ascender. It took me a moment to
assess the situation, and there was no way to get the webbing
out without removing my chest ascender from the rope- a big
no-no. I was in a recessed area between two flow stone masses about two feet wide, so I chimneyed myself between the
two walls to take my weight off the chest ascender, remove
it from the rope, extricate the refractory webbing, and hook
back on, all in about five seconds; the most intense five seconds of my life to date. I still had my hand ascender for safety, but two hundred feet off the deck, it didn 't seem like
much. I have since gone out and bough! a Petzl basic ascender for a spare, just for situations like this.I headed out with
George, who had been resting at the top of the pit, and it was
well after dark when we reached the bottom of the entrance
pit. Climbing out in the starli ght was quite beautiful. There
was absolutely no moon, and I wandered around in the dark
a bit looking for the campground.
The next day, the land owner showed up at the camp to
tell us that one of his ranch hands had seen a cave in one of
the old mines by the hacienda. Five of us packed up and
headed out to check it out. We were supposed to meet the
ranch hand , whose name I have forgotten , at the owner's
hacienda. We beat him there by about an hour, so we poked
around the ghost town of Minas Yiejas (Old Mines) a bit.
We preoccupied ourselves for a few minutes by throwing
rocks down a vertical mine shaft and counting to eleven or
twelve (!) before hearing a dull thud. A prominent geographical feature here is a gouge in the hill side above the
house caused by the collapse of a mine. Apparently, the
remains of forty or so miners are interred in that hill.
When the ranch hand showed up, he led us down a trail
literall y carved into the cliffside on the eastern edge of the
mesa. A half mile or so into thi s trek, a rather dramatic anticline becomes visible above you in thi s cliff. You can't help
but marvel at the ingenuity and intrepitude of the original
prospectors and miners who first found and then ex ploited
these remote mineral depos its in the 1700s.
The mine shaft was a horizontal tunnel headin g straight
back into the hill , about five feet hi gh. I had di ssuaded our
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group from bringing rope on thi s reconnaisance trip, stating
Murphy 's Law #452, that if we didn ' t have it, we would
most certainly find something we needed it for, and it
worked. About 150 feet in , the miners intersected a vein of
something that they foll owed to the right for abo ut fifty feet
until they encountered a void. the opposite wall was about
ten feet across a crevice from the mine shaft, but the fl oor
was nowhere in sight. Rocks tossed bounced for about five
or six seconds before thudding to the floor. After whistling
through our teeth and c ursing the above menti oned
Murphy 's Law, we proceeded back to the intersection, and
further into the mine. It branched this way and that, always
with a strong airflow through the main tunnel. We encountered a few small crev ices and rooms and ended up poking
around for about an hour in one particularly pretty series of
rooms that we had to climb up into from the mine tunnel.
Thi s is an area that needs some further investigation, as
Way ne claims to have chimneyed down a crack at the back
of thi s section into a stream passage that he did not explore.
The next day , we returned to the first crevice with plenty of rope. The walls of the mine tunnel were all bl ast- shattered, which put bolting out of the question, and with no
other ri g points, we had to run the rope ISO feet out to the
entrance of the mine and tie off to a big boulder just outside.
Robin Cope went over the edge first, and communication became difficult almost immediately due to a huge
echo. After what seemed like an eternity, she made several
fail ed attempts to holl er up what she was seeing. Finally, she
slowed her words down , and we made out a barely discernable "It's one HUGE room! " She had rappeled nearly 250
feet against a wall made entirely of fl owstone and shi elds to
the top of a breakdown pile in a room 50 feet wide by 150200 feet long. One by one, three more of us descended . Past
the ledge at -40 feet, the ten-foot wide crev ice opened up
into the ceiling of the room . Most of the drop was aga inst the
wall , as the cave was apparently developed along the strike
of the steep anticline we had seen outside on the hike down .
At the bottom, the breakdow n pile slopes off to a fl oor of
flowstone, cave pearl s and two bi zzare formations I dubbed
"cave tribbles ." The near wall was a 200 foot hi gh and I 00
foot wide mass of fl owstone, shields and columns full of
some amazing colors . Reds and oranges predomin ated, but
plenty of it was bri ght white, and there were several spots
that seemed almost lavender. The far wall sloped away from
the roof at about 85 degrees and was covered with draperies
of all shapes and sizes. There was a small Jake against the
back wall , a foot or two deep, and may be I 0 by 20 feet wide,
that had obvi ously receded from a line about three feet hi gher on the wall. We surmi sed that whenever the miners had
punched through to the crev ice above, some I 00-200 years
earli er, the airflow through the cave had increased and it was
slow ly drying out. Beyond the pool was an alcove about 30
by 30 feet totally encrusted in formation s. I think I got my
camera out and put it away three or four times , continually
seein g so mething else I had to get on film.
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Book Reviews

The Inquisition
What: Oml:ga- Pacifi c Om egalite 3 Locking Carabi ner
Pros: Very coo l shape and size, low cost
Cons: 1-. not a key lock ca rabiner
Cos t: /\bou t '!> 7.00

Proceedings of the 1995 National Ca ve Management
Symposium. G. Thomas Rea, eel . NCMS Steering
Co mmittee; 1996. 3 18 pp softbound . $ 10 plus $3 shipping
fro m NSS Bookstore.

hy Jo e Ivy

by Bill Mixon

Omt.:ga-Paciric is a carabiner company located near
Seattle, Washin gton th at has been makin g cheap, good qualit y ' hin l:rs for a long time. Before they broke into the climbin g sct.:ne . thl:y made ' biners for oth er co mpani es like REI.
Thl: old OP Locking D has bee n a great basic ' biner for a
long time usin g the standard D shape and geometry. Now,
OP has co me ou t with th e Omega lite 3 Locking D. The
Omt.: galit t.: l dt.:s ign is an offset D desi gn with a narrow bottom t.: nd flarin g to a wide top end and a wide gate open ing.
Tht.: Omt.:galitt.: se ries has been around for a while but
on ly in non -lock in g form for rock climbing use. With the
introdu cti on of the loc kin g Omega lit e 3, we now have a
small. li ght we ight locking carab iner that doesn ' t sacrifi ce
an y strength at all . Other ni ce features of thi s ' biner are
being ahk to lock and unl ock the 'biner whil e loaded, and
th e "homlt.:d ga te" design th at protects the rope or webbing
in tht.: ' hint.:r from sharp edges around th e nose-end of the
gat e. Tltt.: onl y drawback to thi s ' hiner is that it is not a keylock ca rabiner lik t.: the Pctzl Sp irits. It utili zes the old steel
pin tec hnolol gy for the gate/nose int erface whi ch means th at
th e pin groove ca n ca tch on stuff as you clip and unclip the
' bint.:r. Of course. ve ry kw' bincr compani es are utili zing the
ttcwe r ke ylock de sign. as this requires co ld forging of the
' bincrs. The co ld forgin g process is very ex pensive to set up
and expe nsiv e to run. as there is a lot of waste in the process.
/\ s a co ntparison. the Pet zl Lock in g Spirit 'biner whi ch is the
s; ttn c basic sh;tpc ;tnd si1.e as the OP Omegalite 3 locke r has
a suggested retail of aro und $ 19.00' All in all. the Omega lite
.I is a great locki ng ' hiner for cav in g usc. as it is strong
(~2 Kn l. li ght weig ht. contp;tct and very inex pensive. It' s
;tv;t il ;tblc frunt OP dealers lik e REI. Inn er Mo unt ain
OutfitLL·rs ami Go n;.u Guano Ge;tr.
ThL' Inqui sition is a co lutnn devoted to the subj ec ti ve
te stin g. na lu ati ng and abu sing of cavi ng gear so that you
L·; ut tn ah· better-informed ge ar purchasin g/using dec isions.
If )'llU di sag ree wi th so met hing in thi s co lumn . fee l free to
IHitL' a rebuttal and send it in and we ' ll pub li sh it here. If yo u
11·uttld li kL· to SL'L' ;1 particular piL'CL' of gea r e1·a!uatecl. writ e
lllL' ;tt ThL· Inqui sit ion . .H)J RIHlLic s Lane. Wimberl ey. TX
7':.',(, ] (, ur L' lll;til ;lt jlleiYy 01 intL·rse n ·. com

This latest in the series of NCMS proceedings contains
48 papers from the I 995 symposium in Indiana, and only 5
abstrac ts. Somebody has done a good job of getting real
pape rs out of the speakers, and the Indiana Karst
Conservancy has produced the volume at a very reasonable
price. As usual , the papers vary widely in length and significance, but anybody interested in cave and karst conservation and management will find some interesting ones.

Caves of Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania .
Ed ited by Kim Opatka-Metzgar. Mid-Appalachian Region
and Loyalhanna Grotto of the NSS ; 1996. 374 pp softbound
plus II map plates in envelope. $29.50 plus $3 for shipping
from MAR, E.L. White, 542 Glenn Road, State College,
Penn sy lvani a 16803.
Texas cavers can be forgiven for thinking that George
Yeni' s 300-page 1988 Texas Memorial Museum bulletin on
the most ly minuscul e caves of Bexar County might be the
ultimate in much ado about not much , but thi s new bulletin
on the caves of a Pennsylvania county outweighs it considerably, and without even the benefit of a hard cover.
Westmoreland County does con tain six caves over twentyfive hundred feet long, but onl y 35 of the 327 caves cataloged are over one hundred feet long, and fewer than half of
the caves in the county li st are genuine limestone solution
caves, the rest being things like sandstone shelters or talus
caves. Nevertheless, the book contains maps of the great
majority of the caves, the smaller ones having been mostly
surveyed by the editor or her hu sband Tom. The large maps
in the enve lope are very well drawn and mostl y deserve the
large size of reproducti on, but they actually number only ten,
the eleventh being represented by a form to register your
purchase in order to receive a copy when it is finished. A
nice ly done publication , and a fair price for a book of its
size. but the price buys you way more than you want to know
about the caves of Westmoreland County, Pennsy lvania.
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by Brian Vauter
Some of you might have heard of Mrs . Heidemann,
owner of Natural Bridge Caverns. Fewer of you probably
know of her husband, Harry, or "Mr. H" as we called him at
the cavern. Harry Heidemann died on October 5, 1996. He
was one of the four main developers of Natural Bridge
Caverns -- the biggest show cave in Texas.
Mr. Heidemann was born on September 25, 1925 in
Brenham, Texas. He attended Blinn College for two years
then served in the U.S. Army during the Korean War. Upon
returning to the States he entered Texas Lutheran College
and majored in theology. Upon graduation Mr Heidemann
entered the Wartburg Seminary in Iowa; however, after a
year he decided that the mini stry wasn't in his calling. Harry
wanted to serve the public in a different fashion and chose to
become a Texas Highway Patrol Officer, a position he held
for seven years before retiring to work on the caverns. Hi s
exploits on the Highway Patrol were the subject of many stories told to us on slow days in the Snack Bar.
Mr. Heidemann married Mrs. Clara Wuest on January
21, 1961. Thi s would have been almost a year after the discovery of the big section to Natural Bridge Caverns. The
Heidemann's toyed with the idea of developing their cavern,
and cavers suggested they contact Jack Burch. At the time,
Jack was with the Caverns of Sonora. After seei ng Natural
Bridge, it didn ' t take much to get Jack working as the mai n
deve loper. Joining Jack and Mr. Heidemann was Orion
Knox (one of the four di scoverers) and Reggie Wuest, Mrs.
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Heidemann 's son. Development started in April of 1963 and
continued until opening day on July 3, 1964.
According to both Orion and Jack, Mr. Heidemann probabl y
did the most physical work out of all of the developers. One
of the tasks Mr. Heidemann loved to perform was driving
"Bill," the small bulldozer used to excavate the entrance tunnels. Jack says of Mr. Heidemann :
"What he was interested in was helping us. And he certainly did more than hi s share of the work. He was stripped
off and working right there with us. Sledgehammer, pavement cracker, anything. We got more work from Harry in
working in the cave than anyone else. Harry was there to
help. He never did question the way we were going to do it.
Amazing that a guy with that authority would not push it
onto other people."
When talking with other people about Mr. Heidemann ,
three elements of hi s life always come into the conversation:
hi s no-nonsense business ethi c, hi s dry sense of humor and
hi s goats. After developi ng the cavern , Mr. Heidemann
served as Manager fro m 1963 to 1990. He had a no-nonsense
attitude when it came to the caverns. He detested lying. If he
ever caught you in a li e, you were on hi s " li st," and it took
an act of God to get you off of it. And if you ever did lie to
him , it really hurt him , as Mr. H took it personally. There
was one instance that Mr. Heidemann told me abo ut when he
discovered a box of hot dogs left to rot in the parking lot.
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O nl y a few hot dogs had been eaten from a package of perhaps 50. He was furious. Harry finally trac ked down the
emp loyee res ponsibl e and asked him for an explanation. The
em pl oyee tried at first to lie abo ut not knowing anything, but
eventu all y he exp lained th at he was flat broke and needed
somethin g to eat. He didn't want Mr. Heidemann to find out
he had taken a few of the hot dogs, so he tried to bury the rest
ncar the picnic areas. Mr. Hei de mann explained to him that
he had no prob lem with him taking some of the hot dogs if
he needed to cat. He wo uld have even loaned the employee
money to he lp him out. What he could not understand was
why the guy didn't ask for help, nor why the guy then tried
to li e when he knew he was caught.
To offset hi s no- no nsense attitude regarding bu siness,
Mr. He idemann had thi s wonderful dry sense of humor. It
eamc through when he mixed "c ity kids" with farm animals.
The o ut come was always ass ured to be amusi ng. One incident I rc<.:a ll involved a bag of chicken s which needed plucking. Mr H showed up at the cavern s one day and as ked me if
I knew how to pluck chickens. Being o ne o f those "c ity kids"
I naturall y had never had the experi ence o f plucking chicke ns. I cou ld te ll by the sm il e on hi s face that I was in for a
rea l treat.
Mr. He ide mann got Sharon, who was the supervisor for
the snack bar and a "c ity ga l." to he lp me. The two of us
we nt out side. and I pulled the burlap sack off the bac k of hi s
truek . The sack started mov ing' Sharon bolted bac k inside
the building and I followed after. I caught up with Sharon
just as she approac hed Mr. Hei demann.
''Mr. Hei deman n." reported Sharon, " those chickens are
still ALIVE'"
A hu ge grin moved across Mr. He idemann 's face.
"Wel l. I suppose that's why it was so hard for me to catch
the m thi s rnorning. Yes. the chi ckens are still alive. Here's
what yo u two need to do."
I don't think I' ve ever see n a person's eyes get as wide
as Sharo n' s di d whil e Mr. H explained what we were to do.
We wa lk ed ba<.:k outside and Sharon got water boiling in a
pot while I reaehccl into the sack to get the first victim. Mr.
H ca me outside to view the proceedings. I put the chi cken
down on the bloek and raised the hatchet. I brought it clown
and mere ly ni eked the bircl's nec k. I heard a chuck le from
Mr. Heidemann 's direction. Ju st at thi s time. Weldon Preiss,
ass istant manage r at that time. drove in and took over the
hatchet. Mr. Heidemann was enjoy ing himself.
G11ats arc probably one o f the defining things for Mr.
Heidemann. Anyo ne who wo rked at Natural Bridge during
Mr. Heidemann ' s tenure as manager is all too familiar with
gl1a t milk . Mr. Heide mann sold goat milk at the snack bar
and ro utind y tri ed to get the employees to take a sip. There
was a lady who actually ca me by on a regular basis and
bought nne or two ga ll ons of goat milk fro m him . She said
her baby had allergies to formula and cow milk. and that
goat milk was the onl y thing her child could drink. I personally ne\·er liked the stuff: it was too rich for my "city boy"
tasll·s .
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Mr. Heidemann 's goats, however, weren't always a
source of joy. Jack Burch tells of "Ralph," a goat that Mr. H
used to keep at the building. " Kinda like a pet," recalls Jack.
"We had just installed some huge plate glass doors at the
cavern. The windows were smoked glass so they were
expensive. Well, that goat of Harry 's must have seen himself
in the reflection of the glass. He came running up to butt
heads with this other goat and the whole window just came
crashing down . Harry had to sell that goat after that, and I
know he didn't feel good about it."
One other element of Mr. Heidemann's personality
deserves mention here - his generosity. He took care of
you , as long as you didn't cross him. He'd do just about anything to help you . One of our guides was going to Las Vegas
on a vacation. Mr. Heidemann found out about it and slipped
him some money. "See if y·o u can make me some more,"
were Mr. Heidemann 's instructions. The guide came back
and didn ' t have a dime left. He was up by some 215 dollars,
but got greedy and lost it all. He felt guilty for having lost
the money Mr. Heidemann had given him, but Mr.
Heidemann Just smiled and chuckled.
Jack Burch also recalled a time when Mr. Heidemann
sent him on an errand:
" I know one day he had me to drive his little camper
VW . And I took that thing into New Braunfels and I was getting some lumber and cement and stuff. It was a place where
they had a shed in the back and they had a steel pipe from
the ceiling down into the concrete. And for some reason,
when I was backing up to turn around, I couldn't find the
pipe in the rear view. I backed up the car and hit the pipe
dead center in the bumper. Well, it didn't hurt that pipe as it
was probably full of concrete. But it made a big bend in the
bumper. Well you know, Harry didn ' t get mad at all. He
couldn't quite understand why I had to back into that, you
see, but he accepted my explanation and that was the last of
it. Harry was that kind of guy."
The same generosity can also be found in Mrs .
Heidemann. They both maintained a very active presence
within their church. During Mr. Heidemann 's funeral services, the reverend told of an instance when the church's
youth group wasn't going to have the money it needed to go
on a mi ssion trip. Mr. Heidemann told the reverend that he
would give whatever was needed to get those kids on their
trip. He wanted them to go.
All of us who knew Mr. Heidemann have nothing but
fond memories. He had an "air" about him which commanded respect. Many employees actually feared him, but
when you got to know Mr. H all you could do was like the
guy. Hi s family called Mr. Heidemann " Big Daddy." Mr.
Heidemann was a big guy, but he had a bigger heart. If you
were pri vileged enough to know Mr. Heidemann , then you
know what a loss it was when he died . If you didn ' t have a
chance to know Mr. Heidemann, well, that's too bad. .-.
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History of Caver Reunion ..

Secret of San Agustin...

VERTICAL CONTEST 1996

fectly formed to be natural. Thi s was giving me the creeps!
I closed up the passage again and headed out, thinking of the
implications. On the way back through the Du st Devils I
gathered up a little cap wire I had apparently missed before.
It wasn ' t until I cleaned my pack out a couple of days later
that I realized some of it was a different color than I had
used.
That was the last trip I ever made into San Agustin . The
Fool's Day Extension went on to reconnect at Tommy's
Borehole, a known passage at -615 meters. Although we
were a bit disappointed that it didn ' t go off into totall y new
territory, the new route cut access time to the bottom of the
cave in half, which proved very significant on later expeditions. I wanted to share my secret with the others, but
thought the better of it. I knew thi s was too important to let
any government official or local authority know about. And
to what end? Most of them wouldn't believe it, and those
few who did would try to cover it up and claim it didn ' t
exist. A great caving area might be closed forever. Worse,
the local peasants might be relocated and the whole area
declared off limits. We all know how hard it is to get any
group of more than two people to keep a secret, so I decided
to let this one reside with me alone, even though that meant
I had to endure all the psychological ramification s in silence
as well.
When we got back to the States I di scussed the lead with
Bill Russell , discoverer of San Agustin . When he seemed
less surprised than I expected, I remembered those bits of
evidence that perhaps someone else had been there before
us. Finally I asked him point blank, and he admjtted that he
too had found that lead, and the embedded metal, twenty
years before. Hi s reaction had been the same as mine, and
his solution had been to blow the lead shut at the Dust
Devils, hoping to seal it off forever. But he couldn ' t stop the
air, and that had drawn us back. We shared the same mindboggling conclusion: that an alien visitor had crashed into a
shallow sea back in the Cretaceous Period, I 00 million years
ago. As limestone formed over the eons it engulfed the ship,
preserving it, or parts of it at least, in solid rock. It is there to
this day, but some things are best left undi sturbed. Bill never
went back to Huautla. And neither have I. . -

Men's 30 Meter Sit-Stand:
1st place - Peter Sprouse 1:43
2nd place - Jody Horton 1:49
3rd place - Charlie Savvas 1:52

Women's 30 Meter Sit-Stand:
I st place - Maria Tehrany I :53
2nd place - Carmelite Duhon 2:34
3rd place - Amanda Bradford 3:19

Men's 30 meter Ropewalker
1st place- Brandon Kuhn 0:32.8
2nd place - Carl Fromen 0:42.1
3rd place - Ely Grimm 1:02

Women's 30 meter Ropewalker
1st place - Rachel Savvas 1:23
2nd place- Vicki Ralph 1:34
3rd place - Bonnie Longley 2:45

Children's 15 meter
1st place - Amber Thibodeaux 5:08
2nd place- Jacob Maynard 7:37

CABLE LADDER CONTEST
Men's:
1st place- Jon Cradit 0:27.9
2nd place - Bill Stephens 0:30.0
3rd place - Carl Fromen 0:31.0

Women's:
I st place - Molly Bittinger 0:31
2nd place - Amanda Bradford
3rd place - Amy Beveridge

SPELEOLYMPICS:
Men's:
1st place- Mike Davis 0:56.0
2nd place - Dave Jordan 1:04
3rd place - Greg Gregory 1:18

Women's:
I st place- Carmelite Duhon 1:17
2nd place - Alexis Asher 1:49
3rd place- Miriam Murtuza 2:12

4 WHEEL DRIVE SLOW RACE:
1ST place - Jeff Megers - M37 Dodge Power Wagon II min .53sec.
2nd place - Peter Sprouse - Dodge Power Wagon Bus 9min.59sec.
3rd place - Lee Ludeman - F250 M - 8min.57sec.

SURVEY CONTEST:
I st place - Team from Texas A&M
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Pozo de Montemayor ...

Illusive Pit...

On the wa lk back up the trail , I pointed out a small
cra wlway going into the hi ll abo ut ISO feet from the mine
entrance. It didn ' t look too promi sin g, but after a bit of
de bate , I was e lected to check it out. About 25 feet in , it took
an abrupt le ft and opened up into a canyon passage. It was
chimn eyab le across the top, bu t the bottom was out of sight
around a co upl e twi sts and turn s. The far side narrowed bac k
in to a c raw lway th at was n' t thoroughl y chec ked due to the
exc ite ment abo ut the chas m. Robin and Carl ri gged it, and
Ca rl dec id ed to do th e drop. T here we re several ledges with
loose breakdown, and then it opened up into the roof of the
same cave we had just been in , abo ut I 00 feet from the other
rope. Thi s natural entrance in creased the depth of the cave
by 40 o r 50 feet. but we dec ided to derig it and use the mine
shaft entrance for furth er trips, due to the treacherousness of
the break down .
I woke up T hursday morning with a sore back , so I
decided to tak e T hursday and Friday off fro m cav ing. I took
a good five hour wa lk aro und the mesa Thursday in g lori ous
weather. lun ching at the ve ry top of the hill , lookin g for new
caves and not findin g any. I wa lked down to the e ntrance of
Mo nt ema yor in th e late a ft ern oon just in time to coach a girl,
who was cl imbing o ut , past the re be lay. God knows how she
got pas t it go in g dow n; I had to ho ll er down cheerful advice
for a good fift ee n minutes before she got aro und it and came
out. Thi s points up the " neve r cave alone" thin g. Even
th ough there we re several more peopl e clown in the cave, she
had headed out earl y by herse lf and could have hun g there
for an hour or more if I had n't happe ned along.
I got hack to ca mp just in time for the advent of the
Thank sg ivin g Feast. After four days of in stant oatmea l and
Bea nie Wcc ni c. it was mann a fro m heaven. Friday I did
ahso lutd y no thin g . and Sa turda y I went back into
Mo nt ema yor as far as the top of the big pit to he lp with the
de-ri gg in g.
I rode hack wi th Marvin Miller. he lpin g him answer
"No' to queries o f "i.l-lay pi sto las?" and drinking Coro nitas .
He dropped me oil at Joe · s house where my truck was
park ed . and I sat in Joe ' s yard for an hour. clu e to my keys
bein g safel y e nsconced in his li ving roo m.
So mehow . I managed to forget (who me'J) my case of
beer in l'vlarvi n' s -+-runn er. and d idn ' t manage to retrieve it
until Janu ;u·y. when I fin all y got my slides deve loped and
1\llar\'in invited me down to a Bexa r grott o meeting to show
th enl. Mo nt emayor is a he ll of a fin e cave to be onl y six
hours fn1n1 1\ usti n. and I hope to get back there soon . . -

across the ravine standing on a pinnacle with his camera
documenting the exit. The weather had completely changed
again. It was sunn y, the skies were clear, and temperatures
were warming. What a gorgeous day it had turned out to be.
As I sat down to eat a sandwich, James was going over the
lip on hi s rappel. Later, after Linda got off rope, David made
hi s rappel. I enjoyed the afternoon in solitude as the others
took the ir time exploring the pit.
Around 3:20, James and Linda came out, and David got
out around 4:50. As David was climbing, James and Linda
descri bed what they had seen in the cave. They found burlap
sac ks on the floor that were used in guano mining and graffiti or a drawing on the lower ledge.
While everyone was down in the cave, I had found evidence that the lower entrance once had a cover and probably
a winch. The entrance had a place where beams had been
anchored. Also , just in front of the cave is a man-made stone
wall , which is further evidence of guano mining in the cave.
James said that as I rappelled, he had seen one bat fly
out of the cave. There is no evidence of any bat colony
presently living in the cave although we saw several bats flying around at camp the two nights we were there.
Late in the afternoon, the clouds blew in again, and the
weather continued to be a concern on the trip. As David was
climbing out, we derigged the lower rope. By 5 :00, the other
rope was derigged, and we were starting down the mountain
through the canyon . We had to use our lights before reaching camp.
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THE ROAD HOME
At daw n, it was a beautiful new day-clear, and sunny.
Sunday was the best day of the trip for good weather. In surveying the mountains from our vantage point, we decided
that there should be some undi scovered caves in the area.
We were packed and rolling shortly after 9 :00. On the
way out, we stopped and chatted with the ranch foreman. He
gave us eac h a small bag of chiltepins. I had never seen them
before, but they are quite common . James gave him 50 pesos
for the little hot things. David gave the foreman a ride into
Candela. During the ride he confirmed to David that the cave
was an active mine 40 years ago and that he had a deceased
brother who worked in the mine, although the foreman
ap pears to be a relative ly yo ung man . The worn places on the
walls o f the cave where the rope touches are perhaps partly
due to cables in the mining operation of the pas t. David was
also to ld by the foreman that the cave is in the state of Nuevo
Leo n. After the trip, I checked the coordin ates of the cave
using Microsoft's Automap Trip Planner (1997 Edition).
S ure enough. the cave and the surrounding mountain range
are in the state o f Nuevo Leon, not Coahuil a as indicated on
the cave map . . -
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